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SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 

 

The Press Council in Bosnia and Herzegovina has, during the pre-election 

campaign for the General Elections of 2014 and for a short period 

afterwards, realized the campaign “STOP! Hate Speech”. 

 

The essence of the Press Council’s Campaign was to react to hate speech, 

and discriminatory and inciting rhetoric in comments of anonymous online 

portal visitors, as well as to educate web portal visitors that hate speech 
and inciting rhetoric are not freedom of speech, and that they are criminal 

offenses, in accordance with the criminal codes of BiH.   

 

The intent of the Press Council was to be of assistance to portal editors in 

this period, when an increase in comments of inappropriate content was 

presumed.   

 

The team of monitors of the Press Council in BiH monitored the content of 

comments on 42 web portals in BiH, posting the sign “Stop! Hate Speech”, 

to remind and inform portal visitors that hate speech is not freedom of 

speech, but its abuse, and that it can be sanctioned in accordance with 

the criminal codes of BiH.  

 
The purpose was also to emphasize to web portal visitors, while 

encouraging freedom of speech and constructive dialogue in comments, 

that they may not undermine the professionalism of web portals though 

inappropriate contents, inciting and discriminatory rhetoric and hate 

speech.    

 

Such a manner of communication, which is for the most part present in 

online media, is becoming increasingly dominant, suppressing normal and 

healthy communication amongst people, based on democratic principles 

and the premise of the right to opinion, attitudes and transfers of ideas, 

as one of the most important civilizational norms.  

 
The right to free expression is often abused, with expressions of 

nationalism, religious and racial intolerance taking the forefront, primarily 

in virtual form, but also on the verbal level, with physical conflicts also 

often resulting from persistent hate speech, thus presenting a threat, not 

just to the development of democracy in the country, but to the general 

safety of BiH’s citizens.  

 

The project of creating and implementing the campaign “STOP! Hate 

Speech” is oriented towards solving this problem.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Freedom of speech is not the freedom of hate speech 

 

Esteemed readers,  

This is an analysis of the monitoring of anonymous online media 

visitors’ comments, conducted by a team of young journalists during the 

period of the pre-election campaign in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2014, as 

part of the campaign of the Press Council in BiH - “STOP! Hate Speech” 

Identifying, pointing out and reacting to hate speech in online media 

content, is part of the goal of the Campaign of the Press Council in BiH, 

which is aimed at sensitizing the public to recognize hate speech, as well 

as at involving online media users, journalists and editors in the process 

of repressing hate speech in the public communication space in BiH.  

Hate speech is the abuse of the freedom of speech     

Hate speech is a complex communication and social phenomenon. 

Therefore its generally accepted definition does not exist, but an entire 

array of definitions which point to the various aspects of hate speech. The 

simplest and most general definition was given by Samuel Walker, who 

regards hate speech as speech that “encompasses every form of 

expression deemed to be offensive to any racial, religious or national 

group” (Walker, 1994. P.8.). Other definitions emphasize using speech for 

attacks, and derogatory, offensive, intimidating and harassing expression 

which, according to Sandra Coliver, “instigate violence, hatred and 

discrimination" (Coliver, 1992.). Some definitions make a distinction 

between racist speech, propagation of hate, and speech that demeans, 

ridicules or "puts a person or group in an accentuated negative light 

because of their identity." In essence hate speech is the abuse of the 

freedom of speech that incites intolerance and discrimination.        
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The Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of 

Europe nr. R(97)20 on hate speech, adopted on October 30th 1997, 

reminds about the Vienna Declaration from 1993 and the Prague 

Declaration on Media in a Democratic Society from 1994, and “condemns 

all forms of expression that incite racial hatred, xenophobia, anti-Semitism 

and all forms of intolerance”. In the Annex to these Recommendation, the 

term “’hate speech’ implies all forms of expression that spread, incite, 

encourage or justify racial hatred, xenophobia, anti-Semitism or other 

forms of hatred based on intolerance, including intolerance expressed in 

the form of aggressive nationalism and ethnocentrism, discrimination and  

hostility against minorities, migrants and people of immigrant origin.” 1 

 

Hate speech can be defined as expression that contains messages of hate 

or intolerance towards certain racial, national, ethnic or religious groups or 

their members. In recent times, hate speech also includes speech aimed 

at creating hate and intolerance based on gender and sexual orientation, 

while the term increasingly more often encompasses intolerance towards 

different political and other opinions.    

Numerous definitions, legislative regulations and court practices, pinpoint 

hate speech as being oriented towards: race, sexual orientation, religious 

affiliation, crime negation, affirmation of totalitarian doctrines, political 

difference and nationalism. But, hate speech, in the broadest sense, can 

be expressed as a message or content of gestures, graffiti, slogans, 

symbols, cartoons, illustrations, manifestations, songs, greetings, cries… 

… Hate speech - constants and variations 

Hate speech in the media in former Yugoslavia has been constant in the 

past twenty years. True, it has varied in shape and intensity from media 

to media through time, since the dissolution of the common country, 

                                                             
1
 Read more in: The Collection of legal instruments of the Council of Europe on the media, Recommendation nr. 

R (97) 20 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on "hate speech”. 
http://www.coe.org.rs/REPOSITORY/137_zbornik_pravnih_instrumenata_saveta_evrope_u_vezi_sa_medijima
_1.pdf  

http://www.coe.org.rs/REPOSITORY/137_zbornik_pravnih_instrumenata_saveta_evrope_u_vezi_sa_medijima_1.pdf
http://www.coe.org.rs/REPOSITORY/137_zbornik_pravnih_instrumenata_saveta_evrope_u_vezi_sa_medijima_1.pdf
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through glorifying hegemonistic nationalistic projects, war preparations, 

during the war, and after the war as well through national, religious and 

racial intolerance, sexual orientation, hatred towards minorities and 

incitement directed towards individuals and groups. 2   

The disastrous consequences of hate speech, in the media of the former 

Yugoslavia during the wars of the nineties of the twentieth century, were 

precisely detected by university professor and activist of the movement 

for the freedom of expression and human rights - Svetlana Slapšak: «My 

opinion can be very isolated, but I'm still convinced that the war in 

Yugoslavia is a war of words, a war of propaganda, a war of stereotypes, 

in which unfortunately living people are killed. The words were conceived 

and uttered by intellectuals, and then «recycled» in the political public 

discourse». (Slapšak, 1994.). 

John C. Merrill, analyzing the role of media on the territory of the former 

Yugoslavia, came to the same discovery, even though his conclusion was 

formulated in a much milder manner: «Most journalists set patriotic 

loyalty to their country higher than the commitment to balanced 

presentation of news.» (Merrill, 1995. p. 169). The previous observations 

are consistent with the general assessment of media activities and 

performance in the wars in the former Yugoslavia - of the Special 

Rapporteur of the UN Commission for Human Rights Thaddeus 

Mazowiecki: "The media (means of mass communication) of the former 

Yugoslavia are one of the most important tools in propagating military 

conflict in that region." (Mazowiecki, 2007, p. 403). 

 

 

                                                             
2 Read more in: Thompson Mark, Forging War, The Media in Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, HHO, 
Zagreb 1995.  Merrill C. John, Global Journalism, Survey of International Communication, Longman Publishers, 
New York, 1995. S. Slapšak and various authors, The War Started in Maksimir, Media Center, Belgrade, 1997. 
Various authors, Discussion on Hate Speech, Center for Studying Transition and Civil Society HHO, Zagreb, 
2001. 
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Hate speech is a criminal offence 

Hate speech is regulated by the Criminal Code of BiH (Article 145.a), the 

Criminal Code of FBiH (Article 163), the Criminal Code of RS (Article 390) 

and the Criminal Code of the Brcko District BiH (Article 160).  

The Criminal Code of BiH, Chapter 15, Article 145.a, specifies:  

“An official or responsible person in the institutions of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, who on the ground of differences in race, skin color, national 

or ethnic background, religion, political or other belief, sex, sexual 

orientation, language, education or social status or social origins, denies 

or restricts the civil rights as provided by the Constitution of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, ratified international agreements, laws of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, some other regulations of Bosnia and Herzegovina or 

general acts of Bosnia and Herzegovina or, whoever on the ground of 

these differences or background or other status grants unjustified 

privileges or does unjustified favors to individuals, shall be punished by 

imprisonment for a term between six months and five years.” 3 

The Criminal Code of the Federation BiH, Article 163. - Inciting 

National, Racial or Religious Hatred, Discord or Hostility, stipulates:  

 “(1) Whoever publicly incites and spreads national, racial or religious 

hatred, discord or hostility among constituent peoples and others who live 

in the Federation, shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between 

one and five years. 

(2) Whoever perpetrates the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 1 of 

this Article by employing duress and abuse, jeopardizing the safety, 

exposing national, ethnic or religious symbols to derision, damaging other 

people’s belongings, desecrating monuments or graves, shall be punished 

by imprisonment for a term between one and eight years. 

                                                             
3 Criminal Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 24.01.2003: 
http://www.sudbih.gov.ba/files/docs/zakoni/ba/krivicni_zakon_3_03_-_bos.pdf 

http://www.sudbih.gov.ba/files/docs/zakoni/ba/krivicni_zakon_3_03_-_bos.pdf
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(3) The punishment referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article shall be 

applied to whoever perpetrates the criminal offence referred to in 

paragraph 1 of this Article by abusing his official post or authority or if 

that act resulted in riots, violence and other grave consequences to life of 

constituent peoples and others who live in the Federation. 

(4) Whoever perpetrates the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 2 of 

this Article by abusing his official post or authority or if that act resulted in 

riots, violence and other grave consequences to the life of constituent 

peoples and others who live in the Federation, shall be punished by 

imprisonment for a term between one and ten years.” 4 

The Criminal Code of the Republic of Srpska: Chapter 30, Article 390 

- Inciting National, Racial or Religious Hatred, Discord or Hostility, 

emphasizes: 

 “(1) Whoever incites and spreads national, racial or religious hatred, 

discord or hostility, or spreads ideas of superiority of one race or nation 

over another, shall be punished by a fine or imprisonment for a term not 

exceeding two years. 

(2) Whoever commits the offence referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article 

by employing coercion, abuse, endangering the safety, exposing national, 

ethnic or religious symbols to derision, damaging other people’s 

belongings, desecrating monuments or graves, shall be punished by 

imprisonment for a term between six months and five years. 

(3) If the offence referred to in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article resulted 

in riots, violence or any other serious consequence to the joined life of the 

constituent peoples and others who live in the Republic of Srpska, the 

perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between one 

and eight years. 

                                                             
4 Criminal Code of the Federation Bosnia and Herzegovina, 01.08.2003: 
http://www.oss.ba/dokumenti/Krivicni_zakon_FBIH.pdf   

http://www.oss.ba/dokumenti/Krivicni_zakon_FBIH.pdf
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(4) Materials and items containing messages referred to in Paragraph 1 of 

this Article and equipment for their production, duplication or distribution 

shall be forfeited.” 5 

The Criminal Code of the Brcko District, Chapter 15, Article 160 - 

Inducing National, Racial or Religious Hatred, Discord or Hostility, 

stipulates that:   

“(1) A person who publicly incites or spreads national, racial or religious 

hatred, discord or hostility between constitutional peoples and other 

residents of the Brcko District, shall be sentenced to prison from one to 

five years. 

(2) If the criminal offence referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article has 

been committed by coercion, molestation, jeopardizing of safety, exposing 

to derision of national, ethnic or religious symbols, damaging belongings 

of another, desecrating monuments, memorials or graves, the perpetrator 

shall be sentenced to a prison term from one to eight years. 

(3) The sentence referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article shall be applied 

to a person who commits the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 1 

of this Code through the abuse of his position or authority, or if these 

offences resulted in disorder, violence, or other grave consequences for 

the joint life of constitutional people and others living in the Brcko District, 

the perpetrator shall be punished by a prison sentence from one to ten 

years.” 6 

Media regulation and self-regulation in Bosnia and Herzegovina, is also 

well defined by the establishment of the Communications Regulatory 

Agency for the area of electronic media, and the establishment of the 

                                                             
5
 Criminal Code of the Republic of Srpska, 25.06.2003: 

http://www.tuzilastvobih.gov.ba/files/docs/zakoni/Krivicni_zakon_lat_RS_49_03.pdf   
6 Criminal Code of the Brcko District of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 28.05.2003: http://univerzitetpim.com/wp-
content/uploads/2013/03/4.Krivicni-zakon-Brcko-distrikta-BiH-Sl.glasnik-Brcko-DCbr.10-03.pdf  

http://www.tuzilastvobih.gov.ba/files/docs/zakoni/Krivicni_zakon_lat_RS_49_03.pdf
http://univerzitetpim.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/4.Krivicni-zakon-Brcko-distrikta-BiH-Sl.glasnik-Brcko-DCbr.10-03.pdf
http://univerzitetpim.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/4.Krivicni-zakon-Brcko-distrikta-BiH-Sl.glasnik-Brcko-DCbr.10-03.pdf
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Press Council in BiH, which is the self-regulatory body for print and online 

media in our country. 7   

Hate speech in the BiH media 

           Hate speech in BiH media has evolved. As opposed to the nineties 

in Bosnia and Herzegovina, when national and religious hatred and 

intolerance were the most prevalent, today hate speech is most often 

manifested through crime negation, affirmation of totalitarian doctrines, 

and different political and sexual orientations. 

Former promoters of hate speech, amongst politicians, religious leaders 

and journalists, have become more cautious in public speech. The roles 

played by the former promoters of hatred from political and religious elites 

have been embraced by users of web portals and internet discussion 

groups, mostly hidden behind false identities, fake profiles and nicknames. 

In their anonymity, they feel safe and peaceful while spreading intolerance 

and hatred towards others and the ones who are different, and expressing 

nationalism, ideological intolerance, xenophobia, homophobia and all kinds 

of provincial consciousness. 

Prevention of hate speech 

           With the goal of preventing the spread of hate speech and 

defamation through anonymous comments of internet portal visitor, in 

2010 the Press Council in BiH has begun the action “You are not Invisible”, 

inviting the police, prosecution and courts for cooperation. Anonymity 

does not mean that a person cannot be identified and prosecuted, if the 

spread of hate speech, incitement, threats and calls for lynching are 

determined, which unfortunately is a frequent occurrence in comments of 

anonymous online media visitors.   

The action “You are not Invisible” implies the detection of IP and MAC 

addresses and prosecution of persons who disturb the public, cause harm 

                                                             
7 Source: www.vzs.ba  

http://www.vzs.ba/
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to individuals and especially cause harm to the reputation of professional 

internet portals, through inciting comments and by spreading hate speech. 

It is in the portal employees’  interest to cooperate on identifying the 

identities of such persons, in order to protect their professional news 

content, and it is in the public’s and the citizens’ interest to as many good, 

credible and professional media and sources of information as possible.     

It is also the democratic right of every citizen to fight for true information 

and react, report and complain about every inaccurate piece of 

information or inappropriate comment of anonymous portal visitors, with 

the goal of protecting his or her human right to the truth through media 

coverage.   

It is important to note that web portal visitors who post comments 

with hate speech, are susceptible to criminal liability, because 

they encourage hatred and incitement.  

Further, they are susceptible to the same liability if the comments contain 

threatening messages: The Criminal Code of BiH: XV - Chapter 15 

Criminal Acts against Freedoms and Rights of Man and Citizens. The 

Criminal Code of the FBiH and the Criminal Code of RS: XVII, Chapter 17, 

Criminal Acts against Freedoms and Rights of Man and Citizens.    

Portal editors often erase such comments, and temporarily ban the ones 

who post them, or completely deny them the possibility of commenting 

articles. This second option, disabling the possibility to comment articles, 

was resorted to by the editorial staff of the portal of Dnevni Avaz, as well 

as some other web portals in BiH, because they were daily exposed to 

comments containing intolerance and hate speech on various basis.  

The campaign “STOP! Hate Speech” - is part of the Press Council in BiH’s 

cumulative efforts to remove hate speech from BiH’s media, and to 

elevate the communication culture amongst users to a higher level, as 

well as to make the editorial staffs of print and online media become 

aware of the importance of their roles in a democratic society and begin 
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cooperating on preventing the spread of hate speech in public 

communication space in Bosnia and Herzegovina.   

 

                                                                  Prof. Enes Osmančević, PhD.

                     Tuzla, 30.11.2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary Report on the Start of the Campaign of the Press Council in BiH  

“STOP! Hate Speech” 

Period: August – September 2014 

 

After trainings, workshops and exercises organized for the monitors of the 

Campaign during July of 2014, we started preliminary monitoring of the 

42 selected web portals in BiH. We remind that all portal editors were 

familiar with the fact that the comments on their portals were being 

monitored within the campaign “STOP! Hate Speech”. 

August 2014: The first task was to research the possible manners of 

posting comments on the selected web portals and create a single account 

for all monitors. In this period, the monitors were not assigned specific 

portals to monitor, instead they were instructed to monitor as many 

portals as they could, so to become familiar with the virtual environments, 

the technical circumstances and mechanisms of the Campaign, such as 

print-screens and reporting procedures. During the month of August, the 

monitors were encouraged and directed to detect hate speech in the 

comments of readers, and instructed how to distinguish libel, defamation, 

incitement, attacks, discrimination and hate speech.   

This data was forwarded to a mutual email address, created especially for 

the needs of the Campaign, and then analyzed in a closed Facebook 
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group, where the participants of the project could discuss the specificities 

they encountered during their monitoring and post questions when they 

had doubts about the nature of comments.   

This enabled to better understand which portals had more problems than 

others, which articles attracted more hate speech in their comment space 

and what were the technical difficulties we faced.   

We also gained a clear idea on how to create the message we would use 

in the comments of our Campaign. Thus a few phrases were conceived for 

the monitors, who copied and pasted them as a reply to comments that 

contained hate speech, when the Campaign began. The phrases were 

formed so that they were neutral, and could be posted in the form of 

comments as a notice that hate speech was present in certain comments, 

or in the form of a reply to someone’s comment, warning that the spread 

of hate speech is a criminal offense and that it violates and abuses the 

freedom of speech.    

In the meantime, we designed a special web site – http://zalbe.vzs.ba – 

with two online forms that enabled the public to submit complaints about 

hate speech in comments and in press and web portal articles, to the 

Press Council in BiH. This link was added to the text the monitors used as 

a warning about comments that contain hate speech.   

During the middle of August we defined the team of monitors and 

assigned each member a certain number of portals, which they were 

responsible to monitor, and to the comments of which they were 

responsible to react.    

The campaign officially started on August 16th, but at a slower pace than 

expected. In this period, we noticed an incredibly small number of 

comments with hate speech on the selected portals.   

September 2014: Our initial conclusion was that the small number of 

comments with unwanted content in August was due to the vacation 

period, when portal activity was smaller in general. However, as we 

entered September, this trend continued. Our monitors reacted to every 

form of hate speech they found, and they also posted preventive 

comments to articles that could cause comments containing hate speech.   

As a result, we received a certain number of complaints on our website 

http://zalbe.vzs.ba, however these were mainly reactions to offences, 

vulgar speech and to indecent communication. Then, we added sections 

on that page, which explained what hate speech was, what the criminal 

http://zalbe.vzs.ba/
http://zalbe.vzs.ba/
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codes of BiH stipulated regarding it, and what were the consequences for 

those who spread hate speech.    

It is important to understand that there were a large number of offensive 

comments in this period, but hate speech occurred in surprisingly small 

volumes in comparison to what we expected.  

We researched the reasons for this situation and discovered the three 

main factors that contributed to such a ‘calm’ state prior to the start of the 

official pre-election campaign: 

1. At the time, a large operation of the SIPA, police agency, was 

underway, to arrest the Selafis who are known for their aggressive online 

approach. It is possible that this made certain commentators aware that 

the police was doing their job and that the attacks, provocations and 

offenses would not go unpunished.   

2. The Central Electoral Commission, CIK BiH, issued a warning to political 

parties that a few legal mechanisms existed, which would be used against 

those who would use nationalistic and anti-state rhetoric during the pre-

election campaign. It is important to understand that most hate speech in 

BiH is based on nationalism.   

Our observation was that this act discouraged participation of paid 

commentators who were really active during the past elections, 

considering that their participation was mainly based on hate speech 

against another nation or political party.  

3. Many portals have administrators assigned to erase comments with 

hate speech, while certain portals had completely disabled the option of 

commenting during this period.  

Unfortunately, the effects of these actions were short lived and upon 

entering the second week of September, hate speech began to appear 

increasingly in comments of anonymous web portal visitors. During the 

second week of September, we noticed two interesting reactions to our 

comments.  

The first was that, for no apparent reason, our monitors were not able to 

post comments with the sign “STOP! Hate Speech” on some portals. Our 

comments were not being posted or they had permanent ‘pending’ status. 

We tried to establish contact with the editors or moderators of those 

portals, but without success.    
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The pro-Croat portal poskok.info was one such portal. Our monitor, who 

was responsible for that portal, stated in the weekly report that “it 

appeared as if only comments supporting right-wing Croat political party 

options were allowed.”     

The second reaction was also interesting - some commentators reacted to 

our posts as if they were an expression of “the communist past” and 

“repression of freedom”. During the fourth week of September, when hate 

speech became increasingly more frequent in the rhetoric of anonymous 

commentators, and our Campaign became more visible, we noticed 

comments claiming that the “communist party” was behind our Campaign 

and that in essence we were “violating the law and freedom of speech” by 

not allowing nationalistic hate speech. There was even a proposal from a 

commentator to “report to the police” the “STOP! Hate Speech” nickname 

because of that. This was interesting information on how certain people 

experience freedom of speech.      

During the third week of September, whatever had resulted in the calm at 

the beginning of September, had now lost its momentum. Hate speech 

had returned in unbelievable volume, especially on the portal klix.ba 

This was also partly due to the incident where a large cross was erected 

on a hill above Sarajevo, on the location from which snipers were 

targeting the citizens of Sarajevo during the war, which was regarded as a 

direct provocation. In the following days we recorded a greater number of 

nationalist statements, calls to arms, killings, etc. in equal amounts from 

persons who declared themselves as Serbs or Bosniaks. Most of these 

comments were recorded on the portal klix.ba, which until now is the 

largest epicenter of comments with hate speech and inciting rhetoric.    

With the goal of ‘covering’ this portal as much as possible, we assigned 

additional monitors to cover the comments on klix.ba, because one person 

could not monitor all the material on that portal. Certain articles contained 

excesses of 600 comments. This is a large load for the editorial staff of the 

portal, and it is impossible to expect an editor or journalist of the portal to 

regularly select and erase such an abundance of comments. For such a 

thing it is necessary to have people whose only task is to monitor 

comments.   

However, through our monitors we have determined that this would not 

be so complicated and demanding - most of these comments are posted 

by the same people, and hence we have compiled a list of names and 

profiles who were most actively involved in posting hate speech in their 
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comments. By banning those persons and disabling them from 

commenting, hate speech content would significantly be reduced on this 

portal.  

Further, this indicates that hate speech is not the principle of commenting 

and that a small group of persons is, through poisonous language, 

overpowering the majority who want constructive discussion and dialogue 

in the free internet space.   

In addition, identification of persons who regularly post hate speech 

content under nicknames, and banning them from the portals, would solve 

many problems that portals have with such contents.   

But, this analysis can be concluded in a more positive manner. The 

Campaign “STOP! Hate Speech” was not for nothing and it surely did not 

go unnoticed.  

While some consider the campaign “STOP! Hate Speech” a personal 

offence and a limitation of their right to say what they think, on the other 

hand, we had many positive reaction - people who publically apologized 

for their comments due to our campaign, while some shared our links or 

even quoted our comments on a few occasions, reminding others that 

“hate speech is a criminal offense”.  

Also, an increasing number of people report hate speech through our 

website for complaints http://zalbe.vzs.ba or by directly contacting the 

Press Council.   

Another interesting fact is that we are receiving a large number of 

complaints about what is happening on Facebook pages, even though 

Facebook is outside of the Council’s jurisdiction. Some time ago, we 

noticed that on some portals, certain articles had little or no comments, 

while Facebook pages of these portals had hundreds of comments, out of 

which many contained hate speech. The positive thing is that we are 

receiving information about this from people who read those comments.   

Even though we cannot react to what is happening on Facebook, it is 

encouraging to know that people are more and more aware of our efforts, 

the dangers of hate speech and the consequences it may cause.  

Another positive fact is that many editors decided to moderate the 

comments section on their portals, even though it is financially demanding 

for most.   

http://zalbe.vzs.ba/
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As already stated, some have completely disabled the possibility of 

posting comments on their portals, or selectively on some articles. Certain 

portals have even included the Press Council in BiH’s guides as a standard 

warning before the comments section.  

Although there is still much to be done regarding this issue, it is obvious 

that the positive movements are taking place and that the citizens are 

becoming more proactive with regards to civilized reactions towards 

discrimination and hate speech. It is very good to know that they have 

recognized the Press Council in BiH as an ally in the fight against this 

destructive mentality.   

From this report about the beginning of the Campaign, the following can 

be clearly concluded: 

 There is an almost surprising public reaction to the Campaign from 

all stakeholders (readers, portal publishers, administrators) 

 There is an obvious problem of hate speech in the sphere of 

national, religious, racial intolerance 

 The educational, technical and organizational readiness of the 

implementers of the Campaign exists  

 The Press Council in  BiH is recognized as an authority in the context 

of combating hate speech 

 The Campaign has significantly encouraged civic responsibility, 

which in relation to the same period in 2013 is considerably larger. 

All together it lead to the reaction of the public and an increase 

in the number of complaints sent to the Press Council in BiH, 

aimed at reporting cases of hate speech. 

(see diagram bellow) 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 

 

1. Systematic, active and expert contribution to the decrease in hate 

speech in online media in BiH.  

2. To educate the public, in the broadest sense, who are active in online 

media communication, about what hate speech is, how to recognize it, 

what are its dangers, which consequences it causes, which legal 

consequences and sanctions it results in according to the criminal codes of 

BiH, as a crime, how to avoid hate speech and what the alternative is.  

3. To involve online media, their founders, editors and editorial staff in the 

process of repressing hate speech.  

 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The implementation of Project objectives was realized through creating a 

communication strategy which implies: Research; Defining the objectives 

of the communication strategy; Defining the messages; Defining the 

target groups; Defining the communication channels; Defining the 
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instruments for the implementation of the communication strategy; 

Defining the plan for implementation of communication activities; Creating 

the team for implementing the Project and communication; Educating the 

team; Providing mentoring during the team work; Analysis and evaluation 

of Project implementation, with guidelines for future steps.    

PROJECT CONCEPT 

Conceptually, the Campaign "STOP! Hate speech" was implemented as 

follows: the educated and practically trained Campaign team, made up of 

seven young journalists, activists of the Press Council in BiH (hereinafter 

Team), has under the mentorship of a qualified person from the 

Campaign, monitored comments in online media for a period of three 

months, in order to react, if they observed hate speech, by posting 

comments with the sign "STOP! Hate Speech". 

The team’s task was to monitor 42 web portals in BiH, to monitor the 

discussions taking place on them and actively react to hate speech, from a 

single email, posting warnings when recognizing hate speech, along with 

an accompanying phrase, such as “This discussion abounds in hate 

speech! Inciting national, religious and racial hatred is a criminal offense. 

We urge commentators to respect the rights of others”, or “STOP! Hate 

Speech - You are not anonymous”, “Hate speech is not the freedom of 

speech and falls under criminal liability”, etc. 

TACTICS 

The three essential core determinants comprising the Tactics for the entire 

Campaign are:  

The unity of the team - was achieved through a single mail account, from 

a single mail address, stopgovormrznje@gmail.com, which in its name 

contains the name of the Campaigns, and the recognizable identity of the 

Campaign, which, besides being found on all info materials, is found in the 

shape of an icon in the space for comments and forum discussions of 

online media - “STOP! Hate Speech” 

Combating the problem where it arises - through communication means 

understood by hate speech doers.  

Security of the team - the anonymous instigators of hate speech were 

addressed in a unique manner and under the Campaign brand, not by 

providing the names of the Team members.  

mailto:stopgovormrznje@gmail.com
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CAMPAIGN 

The total timeframe for the implementation of the campaign was four 

months, 120 days, and it was divided into three phases: 

Phase I - preparation: 40 day - Education of the team, simulation of 

examples, active test period 

Phase II - implementation: 65 days - Work of the monitors, public part of 

the Campaign 

Phase III - conclusion: 15 days - Analysis of results, evaluation, 

recommendations 

RESULTS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMPAIGN  

Taking into account the stated objectives of the Campaign and the results 

realized, we can with certainty conclude that the Campaign was a success. 

In the continuation of the analysis, the concrete results and consolidated 

statistics of the whole campaign will be presented, which in turn are 

empirical evidence for this claim.    

First objective of the campaign: Systematic, active and expert 

contribution to the decrease in hate speech in online media in BiH. 

Already, during the early phase of the Campaign’s implementation it was 

ascertained that many web portal editors disabled the possibility of 

commenting the contents, while others, maintaining the possibility for 

their visitors to comment, added additional administrative barriers and 

manners of signing up for commenting articles, and erased previous 

comments that for them resembled hate speech.    

We do not have relevant statistics on how many examples of hate speech 

there were in the same period last year or during the previous years (e.g. 

during the previous General and Local Elections), but we can conclude 

that the Campaign systematically, actively and expertly contributed to 

pointing out hate speech, encouraging citizens to react and report 

contents with hate speech, and that the Campaign generally impacted the 

decrease of hate speech in comments on online media in BiH.  

Daily monitoring: 7 trained monitors worked every day during the 

Campaign on monitoring, warning about hate speech and clearly labeling 

hate speech with the recognized phrase and visual messages, wherever it 

was technically possible.  
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Citizens’ reactions: An increase in the active participation of citizens in 

the Campaign was recorded, who reacted positively to the Campaign and 

drew attention to the sign “STOP! Hate Speech”, even themselves warning 

about the destructiveness of hate speech, and thus interaction with the 

public was achieved.      

There was an increase in the number of complaints regarding hate speech 

that were directly sent to the Press Council in BiH, through a special open 

web communications channel, which serves exclusively for sending 

citizens’ complaints  www.zalbe.vzs.ba 

During the implementation period of the Campaign, August 16th - 

October 19th 2014, the Press Council in BiH received 34 complaints 

regarding comments containing hate speech, sent to its email 

address, while in the same period last year a total of 16 citizens’ 

complaint regarding hate speech were recorded.  

Furthermore, during 2014, until December 1st, the Press Council has 

received a total of 818 citizens’ complaints, out of which 250 regard 

editorial content, while 568 complaints regard the content of 

comments posted by anonymous visitors of web portals, pointing to 

discriminatory and inciting content.   

Second objective: To educate the public, in the broadest sense, who are 

active in online media communication about what hate speech is, how to 

recognize it, what are its dangers, which consequences it causes, which 

legal consequences and sanctions it results in according to the criminal 

codes of BiH, as a crime, how to avoid hate speech and what the 

alternative is. 

The concept of the Campaign of the Press Council in BiH was simple, 

acceptable and effective from the aspect of achieving the second goal of 

the campaign as well: The Campaign, through concrete examples, 

publically indicated comments containing hate speech. In addition, 

through the constant and increased number of visits to the web site of the 

Press Council in BiH www.vzs.ba, the citizens themselves wanted to gain 

additional information on hate speech, what it presents, how it is defined, 

which consequences in it may cause, and especially - how they can make 

an impact on decreasing hate speech in public discourse and the media, 

by sending their complaints.  

Third objective: To involve online media, their founders, editors and 

editorial staff in the process of repressing hate speech. 

http://www.zalbe.vzs.ba/
http://www.vzs.ba/
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In addition to many portals completely disabling the possibility of 

commenting when the public part of the Campaign had begun, many 

portals turned special attention to hate speech, and in the wish to protect 

the freedom of speech and their portal from inappropriate content, they 

introduced some sort of control - administration. There were also portals  

who made an effort to demonstrate that they were not paying special 

attention to the development of the Campaign, as well as those who 

administrated only the hate speech that did not fit in with the hate speech 

that, according to their editorial concept, was allowed.     

The Campaign results have proven the fact that most portals that 

abound with hate speech, i.e. that allow free commenting without 

responsibility, are also the most visited, with the most clicks, and 

that bans of posting or deletions of contents with hate speech are 

difficult to introduce, out of fear that the number of portal visitors 

would drop, and so would the earnings potentials.  

Hate speech on these portals directly influences the portals’ visiting rates, 

which directly impacts the portals’ earnings realized through sales of 

advertisement space. In the epilogue we had a public initiative for a 

kind of "self-regulation of the portals market in BiH" by the 

leading BiH portals, in order to regulate the conditions of the 

overall business. This initiative was noted, and some of the 

portals, such as the portal buka.ba, explicitly sought, although 

through their portal and FB profile but nonetheless not publically 

enough, for hate speech to be completely eliminated on the portals 

that were to participate in the process of market self-regulation as 

the first condition.  

All defined objectives of the Campaign have been achieved, but 

there are additional benefits of the Campaign which need to be noted: 

1. The Press Council in BiH, has during the campaign, further 

positioned itself as the authority, which in an organized, systematic 

and expert manner treats the issue of hate speech, as well as media 

freedom in general, and as an institution that has the public midge 

of one who the citizens can and should turn to, and in the work and 

reliance of which they can trust.     

 

2. The reaction of online media to the Campaign was above all 

expectations: in both the positive and negative sense. 
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This can be subject of special studies, but it is now completely clear 

that there are online media that wish to address the problem of hate 

speech, and that there are those media that are ready to go all the 

way, i.e. to the instance of implementing repressive measures in 

order to protect the public, the citizens’ legal security and abidance 

of the law and legal provisions, and above all to protect the freedom 

of speech and the free space for exchanging opinions and 

discussion.    

 

3. The Campaign, besides publically attracting attention to the problem 

of hate speech, initiated a chain reaction that opened the question 

of online media with the goal of regulating other irregularities in the 

market.  

 

STATISTICS 

42 portals in BiH were monitored in total: 

Tip.ba; Source.ba; Zurnal.ba; Klix.ba; Depo.ba; Poskok.info; Livno-

online.com; Mojahercegovina.info; Oslobodjenje.ba; 24sata.info; 

Sutra.ba; Abcportal.info; Hercegovina.info; Tuzlainfo.ba; Nezavisne.com; 

Zenica-online.com; Reprezent.ba; Vecernji.ba; Buka.ba; Banjalukain.ba; 

Glassrpske.com; Palelive.com; Krajina.ba; Bh-index.ba; Novitravnik.info; 

Bihac.net; Vijesti.ba; Pressrs.ba; Cazin.net; Otisak.ba; Dnevni–list.ba; 

Frontal.rs; Slobodna-bosna.ba; Radiosarajevo.ba; Brckoinfo.ba; 

Gorazdeonline.com; Dnevnik.ba 

In addition to these web portals, the monitoring also included, although 

with a smaller number of comments, the portals balkans.aljazeera.net, 

bljesak.info, pogled.ba, rtvbn.com and znamo.me.   

42 portals in total.  

Hate speech was recorded on 22 portals.  

The total number of recorded cases of hate speech during the 

implementation of the Campaign was 1,442.  

The monitors posted three phrases at comments with hate speech, as a 

reply-comment. Always, following the posted phrase-comment, the link 

where citizens could submit their concrete complaints was cited: 

http://zalbe.vzs.ba. Furthermore, the monitors themselves were 

http://zalbe.vzs.ba/
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constantly being monitored by the Press Council in BiH and they could  

consult with the experts from the Press Council in BiH at any moment.  

 

Three sets of phrases were posted as comments of the Campaign: 

 

 Hate speech is not freedom of speech and is subject to criminal 

liability under the criminal codes of BiH.   

 

 Hate speech is the abuse of the freedom of speech and is 

susceptible to criminal liability. http://zalbe.vzs.ba (as a label for 

specific hate speech)  

 

 This is inciting speech and the abuse of the freedom of speech. Hate 

speech is subject to criminal liability according to the criminal codes 

of Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

 

Every comment was accompanied by a call: 

 Report hate speech - http://zalbe.vzs.ba, as information for citizens 

who wish to report hate speech, or as a warning if a monitor 

observes that the discussion being led on the portal may result in 

the expression of hate speech.  

 

The possibility to post the sign “STOP! Hate Speech” and the Press 

Council’s comments was disabled by four portals: Poskok.info; 

24sata.info; Mojahercegovina.info; and Nezavisne.com. 

 

We did not want to provide space for examples of heavy words of hate 

speech and inciting writings in this sense and copy them, but we posted a 

few examples of what it had looked like.  

For all who wish to have insight into the contents of comments where hate 

speech was detected - an internet archive exists in the Press Council and 

it is possible to obtain it upon request.   

  

http://zalbe.vzs.ba/
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fzalbe.vzs.ba%2F&h=ZAQEy3E5e&enc=AZNwRrD2bUxJe1mtFkSSRmNlBo5EHyvtcqBgaXt5e519G0odtJkk8yyYnWbaeBcNYxr1FFlxpJrvbsQnA1fiANp-ESmFNLe8eKlpemKU9LBxLLPXXPcaLIsfjUlacW5Sjw96Gsr7f4xyTyuhK-ECBktr&s=1
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all that is east of bosnia is crazy and primitive;). it should be all covered with asphalt ;) 

 

(stop.hate.speech) 

 

Hate speech is not freedom of speech and is subject to criminal liability under the criminal 

codes of BiH.  http://zalbe.vzs.ba  
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in the badakhsania province all is normal.. now even women joined the street conflict.  

 

We are practicing for the butchery of serb weaklings and the outvoted so-called croats. 

no the man will in the next 4 years make the so called “bosniaks” be outvoted 

 

Hate speech is not freedom of speech and is subject to criminal liability under the criminal 

codes of BiH.  http://zalbe.vzs.ba  

 

(stop.hate.speech) 
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WE WILL BUTCHER ALL BOSNIAKS IN THE NEXT GENOCIDE, JUST KEEP PROVOKING, IT IS ALL 

WRITTEN 

 

Come on, don’t let stupidities get you wound up, these are the so called Bosniaks, 
ha ha ha, chill brother, this is just for fun, they will again… (Read more) 

you are horse shit…  

 

Ok at least you admit that you are a genocidal people, and so the humanitie’s biggest 

garbage. Everyone in the region hates you, think about that.  

 

This conversation abounds in hate speech! Hate speech is not freedom of speech and 

is subject to criminal liability under the criminal codes of BiH. Report hate speech 

http://zalbe.vzs.ba  

 

(stop.hate.speech) 
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REACTIONS OF ANONYMOUS COMMENTATORS TO THE CAMPAIGN 

“STOP! HATE SPEECH” OF THE PRESS COUNCIL IN BIH 

 

Out of the selected ‘interesting’ comments 

 

- 11 are positive reactions, which support and call for the 

submission of complaints regarding hate speech in comments  

 

- 12 are negative reactions which include offences and lack of 

support. 

 

We will quote just some of them: 

I am a croat and a mosque does not bother me. Even more 
so it is the prettiest building I town!  
Let the people worship. 

The mosque does not bother me, and it is a pretty building, but 
Celan bothers me with his pussysufferers trying to prevent 
something to get something, and while that drags in court, we the 
plain mortals have to deal with police and inspections at our 
doors, they would just lock you up, arrest you, etc??? Interesting 
procedure?!?!?! We know why they were digging in the middle of 
the season, we know why the bridge was supposedly renovated, 
we Know why the sewage was widened, we KNOW it all!? We 
KNOW why the people are hungry, we Know why people are 
leaving, we Know who is responsible for this, we KNOW who is 
buying flats around Croatia, and we KNOW with whose money, we 
KNOW it all.  

That is something else, something I salute and support. These are 
problems of all of us, such things are for debates and undertaking 
measures.  

(The Press Council)  

 

If you notice hate speech in comments, report it at 

http://zalbe.vzs.ba/  

(That is hypocritical) 

 
If hate speech was to be punished, than not one communist 
would be free. And what is with the persecution of Croats from 
BiH? Certainly, that is not hate speech, those are acts of hate. 

http://zalbe.vzs.ba/
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11.9. Klix.ba: User Niki99: [in response to the PC’s comment]: I 

want to report the entire rs and the so called hb for hate speech!!!!! 

 

12.9. Klix.ba: User fantom slobode (freedom phantom):  

www.**/vijesti/bosna-i-hercegovina/207207-vijece-za-stampu-bih-

najavljuje-realizaciju-kampanje-stop-govor-mrznje.html                                               

 

A little for the administrators to think about… we need to put an end 

to anonymous frustrated or paid idiots. 

 

12.9. Klix.ba: User Boro975: I stick it to the Press Council in BiH 

and their new censorship. Stop the false political correctness, long 

live honest hatred.  

 

User bosman345: What will the nationalist do now who can’t 

compose two sentences out of hatred and just wine.  

 

13.9. Klix.ba: User Pro-zajebant (pro-joker): stop.govor.mrznje 

(stop.hate.speech) how are you, are you well????  

Which law hahah hahaha don’t make me laugh… Report Dodik, he 

publically uses hate speech everyday towards the country where he 

lives etc..etc..  

 

14.9. depo.ba: User Visitor [reaction to hate speech of another 

user]: whoa... how are you going to say that, now the press council 

will be on you… 

 

14.9. Klix.ba: User HellHound: [reaction to the PC’s comment]: 

Huck hate speech, why are you always on my comments  

 

14.9. Klix.ba: User Chanel-Sofia Vergara: @stop.govor.mrznje 

(@stop.hate.speech) I understand everything, but the esteemed 

portal wants my DNA. No thanks, I would rather continue reading 

comments that contain hate speech on this retarded klix as I have 

done until now.  

 

15.9. Klix.ba: User @CIA: @stop.govor.mrznje (@stop.hate.speech) 

sorry sis but I don’t know if they taught you in the non-government 

organizations that extremists like torcida ljubuski are stopped with a 

bullet to the forehead in modern countries?  

 

http://www.**/vijesti/bosna-i-hercegovina/207207-vijece-za-stampu-bih-najavljuje-realizaciju-kampanje-stop-govor-mrznje.html
http://www.**/vijesti/bosna-i-hercegovina/207207-vijece-za-stampu-bih-najavljuje-realizaciju-kampanje-stop-govor-mrznje.html
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16.9. Klix.ba: User HellHound: @stop Where do you see hate speech 

here, you christian bastard? I stick it to you and your laws, you 

incest from jasenovac 

  

18.9. frontal.rs User Kurbla: [quotes the comment of another user] 

“If you ask me, such people do not deserve even the basic human 

rights because they are not even people so they don’t need human 

rights.” Here he is threatening! Admin, post that link against threats 

and hate speech, so we can report this guy as well. A man can 

expect anything from these moral purists such as Herctref. 

 

User Kurbla: AHAAAAAAHA, her it is http://zalbe.vzs.ba I found it. 

Herctref, you are fucked my son. 

 

Herctref: Kurbla alchemist, thank you for the attention you are 

devoting me. But I have to disappoint you that you did not read the 

Press Code or the terminology on hate speech so your request will 

end up in the trash can in contrast to my two reports out of three, 

for which I received a response that they will document the case 

and submit the documentation to the prosecution of BiH.  

 

23.9. Klix.ba: User laki.luciano.7334: Stop.govor (Stop.hate) suck it 

I don’t give a f… you can arrest me but I will say what I want, sipa 

is a chetnik organization anyway, but just wait, that will change also 

 

24.9 Klix.ba: User tomislav.bradic.33: I absolutely agree with you, 

we need to stop hate speech. This portal is full of it.  

 

30.9. Klix.ba: User Chanel-Sofia Vergara: [reaction to hate speech 

of another user] Whoa. Be happy that there is no internet law in BiH 

for such messed up fools  

 

1.10. Klix.ba: User Henry Chinaski: Does the premier listen to his 

advice? Isn’t there a law against hate speech? 

 

4.10. Klix.ba: User lik 5555: [reaction to hate speech of another 

user]: Now you will be reported to sipa because you are issuing 

death threats to others 

 

7.10. Depo: User 13: (picture of an SS Handschar division soldier): 

We ask the user to refrain from offending, swearing and vulgar 

http://zalbe.vzs.ba/
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expressions. As a reader you also accept the possibility of finding, 

amongst the comments, contents in contradiction with your 

religious, moral and other principles and beliefs. Thank you.  

 

9.10. Klix.ba: User sizif55: [reaction to hate speech of another user] 

Don’t, the psycho from stop.govor.mržnje (stop.hate.speech) will 

warn you 
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GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION  

 

The graphic representation of hate speech on portals during the 

monitoring period from 16.08 to 19.10.2014 is presented on the 

following pages: 
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FOUR GROUPS OF PORTALS  

The statistics of cases recorded indicate that the portals in BiH in this 

context can be divided into, conditionally speaking, four groups: 

The first group under which only one portal falls, which according to the 

number of cases of hate speech reported is at the forefront, and as such 

presents a serious problem that should be especially addressed. It is a fact, 

that this portal is the most visited, and thus the number of comments with 

unwanted contents is larger. From the enclosed overview of reported cases 

of hate speech during the Campaign, we can note that the biggest number 
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of comments that contain hate speech was recorded on the portal klix.ba - 

almost ¾ of the total number of cases.  

This is understandable, when we take into account that the visiting rates of 

this portal are far greater in comparison to the other portals. In this regard, 

the question is what is the cause-effect relationship between the number of 

hate speech cases recorded and the visiting rates of the portal? Here we also 

need to note that the portal avaz.ba, which also has high volumes of visits, 

has disabled the possibility of commenting news content, and thus could not 

be a subject of this monitoring.   

The second group of portals has the potential to quickly move to the first 

group, because their visiting rates are growing, while they also have the 

necessary media reputation and significance. The portals of the second 

group are: 24sata.info, slobodna-bosna.com and nezavisne.com, with 

approximately the same number of recorded cases of hate speech, but with 

total visiting rates less than of the portal in the first group. 

The third group includes the portals that, considering their total numbers 

of visits, should not have such a number of comments containing hate 

speech, but which through their editorial content in some way suggest, to a 

smaller or greater extent, that their comments may contain hate speech. 

These are the portals  hercegovina.info, abcportal.info, depo.ba, bljesak.info 

and the portal poskok.info, with a considerable number of recorded cases of 

hate speech, which may be troubling given the visiting rates of these portals 

in relation to the leading ones. 

The fourth group of portals are portals with a minimal number of 

comments with unwanted content, even though just one recorded case of 

hate speech is a potential problem in the sense of contaminating the public 

space, with unforeseeable consequences. 

These are portals of significant media houses such as Oslobodjenje and 

Press RS, as well as some regional portals, but which have a relatively small 

number of recorded cases of hate speech. Along the two already mentioned, 

this group consists of livno-online.com, tip.ba, frontal.rs, vijesti.ba, 

balkans.aljazeera.net, pogled.ba, tuzla.info, rtvbn.com, bh-index.com, and 

reprezent.ba. 
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Groups of people posting hate speech content: 

The statistics, as well as the monitors’ reports, clearly indicate that there is a 

scene of people who post contents of hate speech and inciting speech. We 

gained a sense that they know each other, i.e. they know each other’s 

nicknames, complement each other and understand each other really well. 

This is also understandable, because if two are people are needed for love, 

so are (at least) two people needed for hate.   

These groups are daily “nomads”, they change locations, from portal to 

portal. They actually seek each other, so that their hate speech would make 

sense and gain strength publically.  

It is also clear that most hate speech, discriminatory and inciting content is 

in most cases systematic, and that for the most part and most likely it is the 

work of paid “haters”, who do this “job” for money. This is also indicated by 

the large number of identical instances of hate speech, copy/pastes of 

content, posted under articles of different, or even the same portal, in very 

short time periods, repeatedly throughout certain intervals during the day.       

Furthermore, we need to keep in sight that the content of articles in the 

editorial section of the portal, is not necessarily decisive in order for the 

activities of organized commentators to manifest.   

In such cases, the decisive role is played by the interest the content of a 

news article itself may generate, and thus the possibility for certain articles 

to be seen by numerous people.  

However illogical it may sound, this fact clearly indicates that the 

talk around hate speech on web portals in BiH is exaggerated, and 

that hate speech could be controlled and stopped to a significant 

extent, through continuous implementation of similar Campaigns, in 

cooperation with portal editors, and also with government 

authorities responsible for identifying, monitoring, documenting, 

and ultimately criminally prosecuting the perpetrators of hate 

speech.     

We are dealing with a small group of anonymous portal visitors, but 

who, through very destructive inciting rhetoric, manage to heavily 

pollute the space provided for free communication and exchanges of 

opinion.  
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS  

 

 

National, religious or racial basis 1.240 

Sexual orientation 71 

Gender 3 

Other 128 

TOTAL 1.442 
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By far, the largest number of comments is based on nationality, religion or 

race.  

Sexual orientation was in focus during the organization of the ‘pride’ in 

Belgrade, and thus most comments (almost all) relate to articles about that 

event. As for other situations, offenses on the basis of sexual orientation 

were not self-initiated. 

With regards to hate speech on the basis of gender, there are not many, but 

the discriminatory comments that degrade the female gender are striking.   

 

The category - other: 

Often times the subjects of hate speech were: 

 Politicians: Valentin Inzko, Mustafa Cerić, Milorad Dodik, Živko 

Budimir, Dragan Čović, Sefer Halilović, Esed Radeljaš, Bakir 

Izetbegović, Zukan Helez, Tomislav Nikolić, Vjekoslav Bevanda, 

Fahrudin Radončić, Sejfudin Tokić; 

 

 Public figures: Emir Hadžihafizbegović, Marin Čilić, Slavo Kukić, Naser 

Orić, Marko Vešović 

 

 Institutions: The Court of BiH and the Central Electoral Commission.  

 

In addition, a large number of comments relates to hates speech towards 

other commentators.    

Further, we recorded comments of support for war criminals, Assad and his 

regime, as well as hate speech directed towards criminals, thieves and 

murderers in general.  

One comment was also recorded where a commentator was called out for 

having Down Syndrome, with an offensive connotation.  
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Conclusion:  

 

89% of all recorded cases of hate speech in comments of anonymous web 

portal visitors regard religious, national or racial affiliation.  

This fact has proven our expectations from the preparatory phase of the 

Campaign, and is also a worrisome fact considering the war past of this 

region.   

In this regard, it is important to conclude that hate speech in online media is 

a serious problem due to the thematic framework and circumstances in 

which it occurs and almost seamlessly evolves. 

On the positive side, there is a critical mass of citizens who are not just a 

passive part of the public anymore, and who are not ready to accept such a 

situation.  

The increase in the number of complaints sent to the Press Council in BiH, as 

well as the direct examples of the commentators’ “involvement” with the 

intent to hinder hate speech, indicates to the conclusion that there is clear 

public support and will to significantly counteract hate speech.     
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OVERVIEW OF THE MONITORS’ REPORT BY WEEK 
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Trends of Hate Speech 

Series1

For the purpose of gaining proper insight into the complete overview of the 

hate speech monitoring by week, as well as to understand the overall 

trends and the specific circumstances surrounding the monitoring, below 

are the reports from the main monitor who managed the entire monitoring 

process, by week throughout the Campaign. 
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SUMMARY OF THE MONITORS’ REPORTS BY WEEK 

 

Periods: Four weeks of September (preceded by education, training, 

simulation, monitoring, becoming familiar with the portals and monitoring to 

a lesser extent in august, as evident by the above stated report). 

7 monitors, assigned amongst certain portals 

During this month, reallocations took place, depending on the intensity of 

hate speech on certain portals, as was the case with the large number of 

negative comments on the portal klix.ba, which was surveyed by a few 

monitors.  

 

September 1st to 9th of 2014 

 During the first week, a very small number of comments of hate 

speech was recorded. Some monitors even recorded no such 

instances.  

 

 Hate speech was noticed on the portals: slobodna-bosna.ba, klix.ba, 

nezavisne.com, hercegovina.info, 24sata.info, tip.ba and livno-

online.com, while hercegovina.info disabled the possibility of 

commenting on 06.09.2014. 

 

 The portal 24sata.info blocks the profile of the Press Council in BiH 

from posting comments while we registered that every comment 

containing hate speech was posted by the same person. 

 

 The portals klix.ba and slobodna-bosna.ba have during the trial period 

and this first week had the biggest number of hate speech comments.  

 

 Already during the first week we concluded that the commentators on 

the portal frontal.rs addressed one another as if they knew each other, 

and this would remain so until the end of the Campaign. Hate speech 

was used rarely, almost not at all, while offenses and indecent speech 

were common.  
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 “Commentators on the portal depo.ba, start their discussions with 

supporting arguments. We can note that they have knowledge on the 

topics which they comment, but often they discredit others because 

they are different, thus straying from the subject and starting to 

offend. It is also apparent that  the editorial staff was removing 

comments poisoned by hate and which were reported by other users”, 

notes one of the monitors.      

 

 On the portal 24sata.info, one commentator was noticed, who was 

reported in 95% of hate speech during the entire Campaign.  

 

 We noted that the local portals zenica-online.com and tuzlainfo.com, 

have smaller numbers of comments in general, and no hate speech 

whatsoever.  

 

 The most commented issues were political topics and topics with 

provocative key words. The most noted offenses were on the basis of 

religion and nationalism, and to a somewhat smaller extent on the 

basis of sexual orientation.   

 

 Due to the tragedy - the caving-in of the Raspotocje mine (in Zenica), 

we noticed a smaller volume of offenses and negative comments.  

 

 Where hate speech was registered, the comments for the most part 

had no connection to the topic of the article, but their only purpose 

was to offend and spread hate, as replies to other anonymous 

commentators.  

 

 What we noticed during the first week (and would be evident 

throughout the Campaign) was that, despite the numbers of recorded 

hate speech comments, there were many comments on the line of 

becoming hate speech or that were some sort of offense, swearing or 

inciting speech.  

 

 From the first week, the portals hercegovina.info, nezavisne.com, 

poskok.info and 24sata.info, block the Press Council in BiH from 

posting the Campaign comments.  
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September 8th to 14th of 2014 - A week more active than the previous. 

 Hate speech recorded on the portals: klix.ba, slobodna-bosna.ba, 

radiosarajevo.ba, poskok.info, depo.ba,  nezavisne.com and 

24sata.info 

 

 Considering that hate speech on other portals had decreased, klix.ba, 

week in, week out continues to “advance” in this regard. 

 

 The portal livno-online.com, on 12.09.2014, the day of the start of the 

election campaign, disabled the possibility of commenting under 

articles relating to politics. Commenting was allowed under other 

articles.   

 

 A spam comment was noticed on klix.ba, which was posted on 

numerous comments regardless of the topic.  

 

 On frontal.rs, the discussions that take place contain offenses, and last 

up to a few days, but they never contain hate speech, even though the 

comments are not administered by the moderator. Certain users warn 

others about paid commentators, often calling on them not to react 

and “add fuel to the fire” when they come across these “regime” 

commentators.    

 

 Hate speech posted by the commentator “Esad Džidić” continues to be 

present on the portal 24sata.info. The number of disputes in the 

comments has increased, while the number of users using hate speech 

or speech bordering with hate speech also increases. These users are 

“Lun Kralj Ponoći” and “Michaela Michela Kar-l”. The most commented 

news are still about politics.   

 

 Hate speech is still mainly directed towards the Republic of Srpska, 

Dodik and  the Serbs, as well as towards the Jews.  

 

 After posting the comment “STOP! Hate Speech”, we recorded the 

approval of discussion participants, although negative comments were 

more frequent. Poskok.info did not allow for our comment to be 
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published, and neither did nezavisne.com, while on the portal 

24sata.inco the activities of one user kept repeating, who was 

constantly spreading hate speech, but besides him the number of 

other users who were using hate speech also increased.  

 

 The purpose of posting the preventive warning “STOP! Hate Speech” 

was to warn readers about the danger of hate speech, and that they 

had the possibility to report hate speech to the Press Council in BiH.   

 

 The Intervention was successful, because the readers recognized the 

importance of the Press Council in BiH, while on the portal 

frontal.rs, which is also the most commented portal of the above 

mentioned, the visitors themselves started warning about the 

prevention of hate speech, posting the link for complaints 

http://zalbe.vzs.ba and referring to the Press Code of BiH.    

 

 With the election campaign approaching, the comments with 

inappropriate content became increasingly more frequent. E.g. 

poskok.info had 7-8 commentators that regularly posted messages 

relating to ‘Herzeg Bosnia’, ‘the third entity’, etc. 

 

 With the start of the pre-election campaign, an increase in the number 

of cases of hate speech was recorded. In addition to hate speech, we 

noted constant (repeated) comments, defaming one or promoting 

another political party and its candidates.   

 

 The monitors of the Press Council in BiH posted preventive comments, 

to warn commentators, where they determined a probability of hate 

speech being posted.    

 

September 15th to 21st  of 2014 - Active week.  

Until now, the biggest number of comments containing hate speech was 

recorded in one day - 133! 

 Hate speech was recorded on the portals slobodna-bosna.ba, depo.ba, 

poskok.info, klix.ba, nezavisne.com, abcportal.info, hercegovina.info, 

http://zalbe.vzs.ba/
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24sata.info, nezavisne.com and hercegovina.info, while 24sata.info 

continued blocking the monitors from posting Campaign comments.  

 

 Nonetheless, on 24sata.info one visitor asked “why such 

inappropriateness, incitement and swearing was allowed on the 

portal”.  

 

 The preventive comment could not be published on the portal 

pressrs.ba, but there was no hate speech recorded on this portal.  

 

 The previously posted comments of the Press  Council in BiH yielded 

results.  

 

 Some of the anonymous commentators began themselves warning 

about hate speech.  

 

September 22nd to 28th of 2014 - New record recorded - 144 cases of 

hate speech evidenced in one day. 

 Hate speech was based on the topic of erecting a cross on Zlatiste and 

the Pride Parade in Belgrade.  

 

 News about the death of Mr. Sulejman Tihic could not be commented 

on most portals.  

 

 Hate speech was recorded on: slobodna-bosna.ba, poskok.info, 

klix.ba, nezavisne.com, hercegovina.info, 24sata.info, and rtvbn.com.  

 

 This week, much hate speech was based on sexual discrimination and 

offending the LGBT population.  

 

 The portal poskok.info continued blocking any sort of comments beside 

the ones relating to the glorification of ‘Herzeg Bosnia’.   

 

 The incongruity of comments and article topics continues on all 

portals.   
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 The portal klix.ba still has the largest number of cases of hate speech 

recorded.  

Summary: 

Besides the hate speech evidenced, there was a large number of comments 

containing swearing, offenses, offensive and inciting speech, which border 

with hate speech, but were not identified as such. The most frequent 

occurrence were regular commentators who already knew each other. Often 

the topic of the article and the topic of the comment were not at all related.  

During this week, one very characteristic reaction to the campaign “STOP! 

Hate Speech” was recorded: “If a Balkanian does not hate he is not 

Balkanian. By banning hate speech you are taking away a Balkanian’s 

identity”.  

 

September 29th to October 5th of 2014 

The last days of September and the start of October, were surprisingly calm 

in relation to the previous period, despite the expectations. Still, a large 

number of cases of hate speech were recorded in this week as well - 104 

and 107 on certain days. 

Such a situation, which could be described as the calm before the storm, 

remained all until the end of the pre-election campaign and the day of the 

elections.  

“The storm” came down only after the elections. Even though the portals 

continued somewhat more comments in general, hate speech did not rise 

above the usual, with the exception of the portal klix.ba, where the number 

of comments containing hate speech increased.       

Throughout this week, we recorded an increase in hate speech on this portal 

as well as in reaction to the comments of the Press Council in BiH  - “STOP! 

Hate Speech”, while new complaints also arrived at the address of the Press 

Council in BiH.  

In general, we recorded one of the most important changes during the entire 

Campaign, in the shape of a clear reaction from certain portals and which 

also presents a form of self-regulation. 
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During this penultimate week of the Campaign it was clear that the 

Campaign has provoked direct positive reactions from web portal publishers.  

 One of the monitors reviewed an archive of 10 articles, containing as 

many as 30 comments with hate speech 

 

 Another monitor received, through the Press Council, 64 articles and 

comments from the citizens, which were posted on the portal klix.ba, 

with a request for their review so that hate speech could be identified.  

 

 Hate speech was recorded on the portals: slobodna-bosna.ba, 

bljesak.info., abc-portal.info, klix.ba, poskok.info and depo.ba. 

 

 A week earlier, the portal  nezavisne.com disabled the possibility of 

commenting its article, but this week this possibility was again 

enabled.  

 

 The most attention was drawn to articles that had Milorad Dodik and 

the preservation of the RS as the main topic.  

 

 On the portal abcportal.info, comments containing hate speech had 

appeared in articles in the Sport section, relating to the games of 

Siroki Brijeg, while to a somewhat smaller extent they were also 

present in the Elections section.   

 

 The portal frontal.rs, despite being the most visited portal regularly 

surveyed by one of our monitors, did not contain any hate speech, and 

it continued to be so throughout the entire Campaign, while the 

comments mainly pointed to the inaccuracies in the information 

published. Here we also need to keep in mind that the comments do 

not undergo any moderation by the portal administrator.  

 

 Poskok.info had still not allowed the Press Council in BiH to post 

comments, but they tightened the criteria for posting comments for all 

visitors. It is apparent that they are becoming aware that they are 

being monitored, so they even erased some comments containing hate 

speech.   

Even though they did not permit the Press Council in BiH to post 

preventive messages and reactions to hate speech, one of the 
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administrators of the portal, in his comment, called for more correct 

commenting.  

 

 Comments containing hate speech started being erased from the 

portal depo.ba as well.  

 

 One of the portals where hate speech had regularly been present, had 

“calmed”. On the portal 24sata.info changes to the visibility of all 

comments had been reported. For a few days, the comments could 

only be seen if the user was logged in to Facebook, but then the old 

setting had return, and comments could be visible to all portal readers 

regardless if they were logged in to Facebook or not.    

When these changes were in effect, the overall number comments had 

decreased, so hate speech in comments was not registered this week.     

 

 Thematically speaking, hate speech this week mainly appeared under 

articles relating to ISIS/IS and the Cossacks’ visit to Banja Luka. It is 

interesting that the smallest number of such comments regarded 

political campaigns, political options and assemblies.   

 

 The portals tuzlainfo.ba, zenica-online.com, sutra.ba, and 

tacno.net, had not comments containing hate speech during the 

entire campaign, as was the case this week as well.  

 

October 5th to 12th of 2014 

The final week of monitoring passed relatively calmly for most monitors, who 

were used to a much stronger intensity and need for interventions.  

The number of recorded hate speech cases did not surpass 81 per day. The 

trend was identical to that of the second week of the Campaign, when, after 

a relatively stable number of complaints was recorded, the number of 

comments containing hate speech took a huge jump. The same happened 

this time, with the exception that this time the jump in the recorded 

number of hate speech cases exceeded all previous trends. 

Furthermore, it is interesting that this jump occurred after the elections, 

in the period from 13.10 to 19.10.    
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 In addition, the continuing trend of positive reactions from publishers 

and citizens to the Campaign was recorded. Concurrently, we recorded 

some kinds of upgrades to the obstructions against the Campaign by 

certain portals.  

 

 Hate speech was recorded on the portals slobodna-bosna.ba, depo.ba, 

klix.ba and abcportal.info. 

 

 It was concluded that the editors of the portal slobodna-bosna.ba did 

not erase comments containing hate speech since the start of the 

Campaign. However, in the last  days prior to the elections the 

situation had changed - the moderators had disabled the possibility of 

commenting most articles, while hate speech could not be noticed as 

before.   

 

 Frontal.rs remains the surprising example of a portal with many 

comments, but without any hate speech.  

 

 On the portal depo.ba, there was an active commentator who called 

others to responsible communication, as he did the previous week. The 

irony is that this man had a picture of an SS Handschar division soldier 

on his profile.   

 

 Throughout the entire Campaign nezavisne.com, as well as 

poskok.info, 24sata.info and hercegovina.info, blocked the Press 

Council from posting warning comments.  

The monitors did not have the log-in data for the portal 

oslobodjenje.ba 

 

 Every time we reacted on the portal poskok.info we received the 

message “We are waiting for the administrator’s approval of your 

comment”, but the approval never arrived. We reacted from Twitter as 

well, but without results. Later, poskok’s nick “Ljubomoran” (Jealous), 

next to which was stated that he is the moderator, erased comments 

that were not, according to him, appropriate. 

“What ‘Ljubomoran’ regards as hate speech is all that does not 

advocate ‘NDH’ and ‘Herzeg Bosnia’. I think that they thought we 
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spammed their space with calls to comment responsibly”, commented 

one of the monitors.        

 

 Klix.ba led the entire time with regards to the number of comments 

that contain hate speech. During the final week of the pre-election 

campaign this number had drastically increased, exclusively under 

articles relating to the pre-election campaign and political promotions.     

 

 It appears as if certain political parties tried to use portal comments as 

a means of promotion, since during the pre-election silence any form 

of political advertising was forbidden. In addition, the regular 

commentators took advantage of the opportunity to finally “settle the 

score” with their opponents on the day before the elections.  

 

 On election day (until 19:00), hate speech was recorded only under 

comments relating to the war in the Middle East.  

Comments containing hate speech were mainly not present under 

articles addressing the elections and election day.  

It is evident that under these news as well, the same person published 

comments containing hate speech, numerous times and in numerous 

ways. Klix.ba has a system of rating and hiding comments, but does 

not practice removing them, at least not that expeditiously.    

 

 During the past week, 4,185 comments, which were reported to 

the Press Council in BiH, were processed. Most news related to 

the wars in the Middle East, and 39 out of the 50 news that were 

processed contained hate speech in their comments.     

 

October 13th to 19th of 2014 

In the last week of monitoring we have recorded a huge increase in the 

number of comments containing hate speech, mostly on klix.ba. The other 

portals rarely contained hate speech during this period.  

 “Klix.ba, as usual, contains many hate speech comments. This week 

they mainly relate to the military parade in Serbia, as well as to the 

incident caused at the game between Serbia and Albania. However, 
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under articles relating to politics, there were no comments containing 

hate speech on the basis of nationality or religion”, notes one monitor.   

 

 The portal nezavisne.com: there were many comments under articles 

relating to election results, primarily where the topics related to the 

parties SNSD and SDS. We noted that articles published during the 

first part of the day had the most comments. Persistent was the 

repetition (copy/paste) of the same comments during the same day, in 

the morning and evening. Also, there are many negative comments 

under articles relating to stray dogs. This portal is read and 

commented by many people who have migrated, who regularly 

comment all current events in the land. From start to finish of the 

Campaign this portal did not allow the Press Council in BiH to post 

comments.   

 

 On the portal hercegovina.info this week, hate speech comments 

under articles about the game Bulgaria - Croatia were current. There 

were many comments and much need to react, but as we already 

stated, it was not possible to post Campaign comments on the portal  

hercegovina.info neither.  

 

 Comments with hate speech against Serbs and Albanians could be 

found on 24sata.info and oslobodjenje.ba. Reactions to news about the 

elections and politics did not contain hate speech.  

 

 Also interesting is the statistic that this week, in the period from 

October 14th to the 16th, out of the 70 comments containing hate 

speech, 59 were on klix.ba (84%). 

 

 With regards to the portals nezavisne.com and hercegovina.info, the 

monitors did not have the possibility of reacting, so these portals do 

not contain the Campaign symbol, next to comments containing hate 

speech, incitement and discrimination.  

 

 “Since the start of the monitoring, the portal nezavisne.com had a 

total of 87 comments to which I could not react. The portal 

hercegovina.info had a total of 35 comments where the sign 

“STOP! Hate Speech” needed to be posted, but this was not possible. 
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It is interesting that we could post our warning, but as an individual 

and independent comment, only under one article, from  03.09.2014, 

which was conducive for negative comments. I think that when it 

comes to both of these portals we are dealing with a certain kind of 

censorship and prevention of the freedom of expression for each online 

user. What is also interesting is that people who do not like hate 

speech, who have a good intention to stop hate speech and counter its 

authors, themselves react the same way in the end - using hate 

speech”, a characteristic comment of a monitor recorded in the last 

week of the campaign.   

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

On the basis of the results of the implemented campaign “STOP! Hate 

Speech”, which were processed in this analysis, a few important conclusions 

must be drawn by the Press Council in BiH:  

It is necessary to continue with the implementation of the Campaign. 

Explanation: Hate speech in the public space in BiH is a problem that 

must not be ignored and the repression of which must continue. All 

goals of the campaign set forth by its implementers were 

accomplished. However, due to the time limit of the duration of the 

Campaign, we must note that these accomplished goals are short 

term. Therefore, we propose a continuation of the Campaign.   

 

1. Future Campaigns should be extended: 

a) to social networks 

b) and later to the online media content itself, which is the subject of 

hate speech (article, interviews, videos, etc.) 

 

Explanation: During the Campaign it was noted that many portals 

disabled the possibility of posting comments, but that comments 

were possible on their official Facebook pages, where cases of hate 

speech have been recorded.   
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2. Future Campaigns should be implemented in close cooperation with 

online portal publishers and editors. 

 

Explanation: The Campaign results, portal reactions as well as 

technical deficiencies that were noted, could mostly be overcome in 

such manner.  

 

3. Future Campaigns should be implemented with the active involvement 

of government institutions, which are legally responsible for 

investigating, protecting, documenting and repressing hate speech as 

a criminal act. In such manner, we would directly and to a much 

greater extent influence the education of citizens, raising the public’s 

awareness about this problem, while the sanctions would drastically 

reduce the number of cases of hate speech committed.  

 

The Campaign should include: the Press Council in BiH, the 

Communications Regulatory Agency, SIPA (the State Investigation and 

Protection Agency), the police directorates, the ministries of justice, 

the prosecution and the courts - all these authorities dispose with the 

necessary resources, and if they were to become involved in the 

Campaign, they would in the best and most direct way contribute to 

the decrease of hate speech in online media.     

 

4. Due to the fact that hate speech in online media manifests itself in 

greatest volume, 69%, on just one portal, our recommendation is to in 

any case dedicate special attention to this portal with the goal of 

resolving the problem of irresponsible visitors who abuse the 

possibility of expressing thoughts and opinions.   
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